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Agenda
1-What is an online seminar/tutorial for in Pol & IR?

2-The experience of online Pol & IR tutors

3- Encouraging student participation in Pol & IR 
seminars/tutorials

4- Q & A



Experiences of a cohort of POLIS online 
tutors.
“It's been satisfactory for me because I have not tackled anything moderately ambitious e.g.such
as break out rooms”

“online tutorials are a necessary evil - large groups of passive students who listen in, expecting 
tips for the graded assignments”

“Generally works well, but still a problem with students pretending their mic doesn’t work...”

“Some issues that come to mind are: Interaction with students is varied. Some tutors do not 
seem to be egalitarian in their use of a joint tutorial as well as not been aware of practical issues 
such as breathing into the mic, which can make the session quite disruptive. Students normally 
choose not to speak and overuse the chat box which minimises the interaction”

“The training …was fine but I had to re-learn it by the time my sessions for delivery came round”



What level of engagement are you 
getting from students in online tutorials?

Most take part using chat box 

Most take part using the mic

A few take part using chat box

A few take part using the mic

Hardly anyone takes part

No-one takes part :(



Regarding microphone use, which of the 
following answers best sums up your 
experience?

Most happy to use mics and listen to others

Only a few use mics but others happy

A few dominate excluding of others

No one uses microphones



Do you have techniques or tips to 
encourage microphone participation?
“What I try to do so is provide instructions at the start for students to check their audio on 
arrival (before tutorial start) and then arrive a few minutes early to try to create an opportunity 
at start for students to use it for informal 'chat' in the hope it will carry over. Not always 
successfully...”

“Asking questions, using ice breakers, using provocative slides” 

“No - they all claim the mic doesn’t work”

“I tend to include other interactive activities that engage students and get them thinking, rather 
than rely on microphone use which is patchy”

“I would ask the students to elaborate on a point made by the student in the textbox for the 
benefit of others”

“Emphasise importance of it at each session and in early correspondence”



What tools are you using?
PowerPoint 

Chat 

Polls 

Q & A 

Web links 

File share 

Whiteboard

Other



What kind of activities are you using?
PowerPoint lectures

Student led group activities e.g. in breakout room

Discussion type activities based on prompts

Multiple choice quizzes and polls

Other



Which activities work well in your Pol & 
IR tutorials?

PowerPoint lectures

Student led group activities e.g. in breakout room

Discussion type activities based on prompts

Multiple choice quizzes and polls

Other



Do you ask students to prepare for 
tutorials in any way? 

‘I prefer to encourage students to come rather than make them feel that they can't/shouldn't if they 
are not up to date with reading, haven't done what was asked’

‘I send out the word or ppt plan in advance of face to face tutorials and online tutorials, sometimes’

‘I say what we will be covering - so students know what to look at beforehand’

‘I think that it is entirely reasonable to expect students to have done some preparatory reading’

‘I ask students to read the relevant chapters of the text and come prepared to ask questions or to 
offer thoughts’ 

Several said ‘no’ 



Should we expect students to prepare for 
Online tutorials?

Yes

No



What is the ideal group size for an the 
online tutorial in Pol & IR?

1-20

21-50

51-75

Any size is fine



Do you feel you need more training to help 
improve your use of the online tutorial 
rooms?

Yes

No



What training needs do you have?
‘Ideas to replicate as far as possible the face-to-face experience’ 

‘Using break out rooms’ 

‘More sharing ideas of what has worked for others is always helpful’

‘A simplified online re-visiting of the basic commands’

‘Ideas for subject related interactive tutorials - and I would like training to help me become more 
confident in using things such as break out rooms or video sharing and so on’



Student participation – Tutor comments
‘With the lack of student microphone engagement it makes it very difficult to be as student led 
as the face to face tutorials. Often students arrive saying that their microphones do not work, 
hence activities designed to encourage microphone use can fall flat as everyone pretends they 
have a hardware issue. This often forces us into the old boring lecture mode or having to try to 
make conversations work by reading out responses from the chat box. Polls do help but these 
can only be used a couple of times’ 

‘Ideally, we should be able to use online tutorials to enable students to discuss ideas - but the 
problem always seems to come down to the basic issue of encouraging students to participate. 
Perhaps students should be offered more training as well. If students get more confident with 
the technology then this is likely to encourage them to participate’





























Summing up
What one thing will you take from our discussion?


